Comolimpiar las chakras con un imán de 5000 mil Gauss

Acostarse en posición relajada y cómoda, con ropa ligera. Siempre se empezará por la chakra MULADHARA, durante toda la limpieza se mantendrán los ojos cerrados suavemente. Empezar colocando el imán en...

1.-Chakra MULADHARA, en el VÉRTICE DEL MONTE DE VENUS, imaginando el color rojo intenso, como un gran rubí, cuando se pueda visualizar y empiece a vibrar, pasar el imán a la...

2.-Chakra SVANISHAMA, DEL OMBLIGO, es de tonos naranja, imaginando una puesta de sol, cuando empiece a vibrar o a brillar pasar a la...

3.-Chakra, MANIPURA, ENEL PLEXO SOLAR o diafragma, imaginando el sol, un gran ámbar, cuando empiece a vibrar y los ojos a lagrimar, pasar a la...

4.-Chakra, ANAHATA, DEL CORAZÓN, aunque es verde aquí debemos imaginar tonos rosados, como un atardecer, cuando empiece a vibrar la imagen, pasar a la...

5.-Chakra VISHUDDA, DE LA GARGANTA, imaginar el azul del cielo o los tonos del mar Caribe, colocar el imán en la garganta con suavidad, conservar los tonos azules, cuando se logre esto y empiece a vibrar, pasar a la ...

6.-Chakra, AJNA o TERCER OJO, aquí colocamos el imán en mitad de la frente, el azul se tornará transparente y nos quedaremos con un blanco brillante, cuando lleguemos a esto y los ojos segreguen lágrimas, pasamos el imán a la...
7.- Chakra, SHAHASRARA, llamada Loto que derrama todas las bendiciones, aquí pasaremos del blanco brillante al morado profundo, como una gran amatista, cuando empiece a brillar, podemos quitar el imán. Nuestros ojos aún sin abrir vuelto al blanco y los podremos abrir y el proceso de equilibrio o limpieza de nuestras chakras habrá terminado. Se puede tomar agua sola al tiempo y levantarse suavemente.
Seventh/Crown

Crown Chakra - located at the top of the head. Its function is understanding. Its inner state is: bliss. Its color is Violet and its planet is Uranus. Its stone is Amethyst. Its meditation is: I understand. Balancing this chakra is said to give vitality to the cerebrum and affects the development of psychic abilities. Energies: Air, Meditative, Intuition, Promotes thought.

Sixth/Third Eye

Third Eye Chakra - located in the center of the forehead above the eyebrows. Its function is seeing, intuiting. Its inner state is: I know. Its color is indigo and its planet is Jupiter. Its stone is: lollite. Its meditation is: I see. Balancing this chakra helps psychic perception and balances the pineal gland. Energies: Air, Meditative, Intuition, Promotes thought.

Fifth/Throat

Throat Chakra - located in the throat. Its function is communication, creativity. Its inner state is synthesis of ideas into symbols. Its color is bright blue and its planets are Mercury and Neptune. Its stones are: Sodalite, Blue Lace Agate, Lapis Lazuli. Meditation on: I speak. Balancing this chakra is important for the speech and communication areas of the brain. Energies: Water, Calming, Soothes, Relaxes.

Fourth/Heart

Heart Chakra - located in the center of the chest. Its function is love, its inner state is compassion, love, its color is green, and its planet is Venus. Its stones are: Green/Pink Stones - Peridot, Rose Quartz, Malachite. Meditation on: I love. Balancing this chakra is important for the circulatory system, heart and thymus. It also affects spiritual love, compassion and universal oneness. Energies: Water, Calming, Soothes, Relaxes.

Third/Solar Plexus

Solar Plexus Chakra - located in the area above the navel area. Its function is Will, power, its inner state is laughter, joy, anger, its color is yellow, and its planets are Mars and the Sun. Its stones are: Amber, Topaz and Citrine. Meditation on: I do. Balancing this chakra is associated with calming emotions and frustration, easing tension and helping to better utilize intuition. Energies: Fire, Energizing, Charging, Lends Energy.

Second/Sacral

Navel/Sacral Chakra - located in the lower abdomen, genitals, womb, its function is desire, sexuality, pleasure, procreation. Its inner state is tears, its color is orange and its celestial body is the Moon. Its stones are: Coral and Carnelian. Meditation on: I feel. Balancing this chakra is associated with sexual vitality, physical power and fertility. Energies: Fire, Energizing, Charging.

First/Root Chakra

Root/support chakra - located at the base of the spine. Its function is survival and grounding, its inner state is stillness and stability, its color is red and its planets are Earth and Saturn. Its stones are: Garnet, Ruby, Onyx, Obsidian. Meditation on: I am. Balancing this chakra gives energy to the physical body, controls fear, increases overall health and helps in grounding. Energies: Earth, Grounding, Focusing, Centering.